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AIRPLANE! (1980) 

Title: Airplane! 

Year: 1980       

Genre: Comedy  

Runtime: 88 min 

Director: Jim Abrahams, David Zucker, Jerry Zucker 

Actors: Robert Hays, Julie Hagerty, Leslie Nielsen 

  7,8/10 

 

A man afraid to fly must ensure that a plane lands safely after the pilots become sick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0080339/
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WHAT DID I JUST WATCH? 

The best way to describe this film is madness, and real brainy humor. This is not only a comedy, 

but also a kind of satire spoof. You notice this when it makes a mockery of the typical formats 

used in most dramas. We have the typical clichés such as the couple with relationship problems, 

emotional misunderstood man and the ultimate position that the man must solve or everyone 

dies. I plug the film's concept is the same as Deadpool, at least when it comes to the basis for 

the story. We have a simple and well-used concept led by the brilliant humor. They make fun 

of the cliché, and that make it fun and interesting. I would compare it to a corrupt politician 

who openly show their faults and continue their day as usual. 

Spoof movies are not as popular today as they were a decade ago, and further back. Like most 

critics on the internet that have dealt with this issue. I would say they are gone because those 

films were trying to squeeze in too much references. The movies and the jokes began be more 

about making references to the modern pop culture. This by making poor imitations of popular 

celebrities and events. They were unseemly, destroyed the story and you could really see that 

they not even tried to do a good job. Examples of this is Superhero Movie, Meet the Spartans 

and Epic Movie. A group of terrible movies that the creators should take their names from, if 

they know their best. 

This film makes the whole parody concept so much better – by for example make escalation of 

the madness. Very gracefully stepping whole movie up one step at a time and let the audience 

take in what they see. There is so much you can pick up and talk about - but if one is to sum up, 

I think the script is phenomenal when talking about this genre. Easy pace at the beginning, 

trying not to throw modern references in our faces, makes more fun of people than try to imitate 

them and focus overall on jokes. Must admit that all the jokes did not fall on my taste, but the 

film won me quickly back again with a new clever scene every time. 

Regarding the actors and the rest of the production - there is not much to say. They sold the 

whole mad concept including by how serious the actors were. Many of the actors, such as Leslie 

Nielsen, has a background in drama. Approaching this insane scenarios with such seriousness 

saves the whole concept - and put it’s foot inside the line of satire. 

Like most good movies, they are best to see yourself. All the pieces will fall in place, or in this 

case might make you more confused, but anyway, this is a big recommendation from me. 
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